A Red Skin Nodule
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**Image Article**

A 78-year-old woman presented with a 2-month-history of a cutaneous red nodule on her left leg (Figure 1). Differential diagnosis of nodular red lesions includes dermal nevus, pyogenic granuloma, angioma, amelanotic melanoma, eccrine poroma, Kaposi’s sarcoma, skin metastasis etc.

Dermoscopy of the lesion showed irregular diffuse pigmentation, grey-blue area with peppering and red dots (Figure 2). Clinical and dermoscopic features were compatible with diagnosis of nodular amelanotic melanoma. Histologic examination performed on a incisional biopsy showed findings of cutaneous melanoma metastasis. Due to histological data, skin, orogenital mucosae and eyes were examined again, but primary melanoma was not found. So, she made a PET-CT scan with contrast medium that showed FDG accumulation both in subcutaneous skin, in correspondence of the nodule, and in the left colon (Figure 3). Thinking that primary melanoma could be found in the colon, the patient underwent a biopsy of intestinal lesion, that showed histological findings of adenocarcinoma of the colon, and the lack of correlation with cutaneous lesion.

![Figure 1: Red Skin Nodule of the left leg](image1.jpg)

![Figure 2: Dermoscopy of the cutaneous red nodule](image2.jpg)
After complete excision of the melanoma metastasis, our patient was admitted to Oncology Unit for the inclusion in a therapeutic program, both for melanoma and for synchronous colon adenocarcinoma, but not long afterwards she died for progression of metastatic melanoma.

Melanoma of unknown primary (MUP) is defined as the presence of a histologically confirmed melanoma metastasis in lymph node, internal organ, skin or subcutaneous tissues without history or evidence of primary melanoma [1].

Many hypotheses have been proposed to explain such phenomenon:

- the disappearance of a primary melanoma as a result of immune induced regression after metastasis presentation;
- a previously excised or traumatically removed unidentified melanoma;
- origin of primary melanoma in lymph nodes or in subcutaneous tissues or in internal organs;
- a coexisting unrecognizable melanoma.

The most common event is the immune induced regression of the primary melanoma, through activation of immune-surveillance mechanisms, the recognition of tumour antigens by specific cytotoxic lymphocytes (CTLs) that leads to destruction/regression of the neoplastic cells [2].
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